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How to do things with words 
(but not as Austin intended) 

• What is a word?   
• They have a word for it 
• They don’t have a word for it 

– Chinese in-out-door 
• They have n words for it 
• Languages with very few verbs (have, be, do) or very few 

nouns (grass) 
• Lexicalization (figure, manner, ground) 

– Conflation vs serialization (manner of motion, resultative 
secondary predication) 

• What it’s like to be an Eskimo:  operationalization, 
happinesslessnessless 



What is a word?  
• From Crystal, Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language 

(Page 91) 
– Potential pause:   people usually don’t pause in the middle 

of a word. 
– Indivisibility:   except for expletive insertion “fan-freakin-

tastic” words are usually not inserted in the middle of 
words.    

– Minimal free forms (from Bloomfield):   
• But some words never stand on their own:  e.g., “the” and “of” 

– Phonetic boundaries:  some phonetic processes happen 
within words: 

• Stress the nth or nth to last syllable 
• Vowel harmony 



Words and orthography  

• Some languages use spaces between words. 
– But with some arbitrariness or strange sub-regularities:   

• I have a baseball, basketball, football, golf ball.  
• Spanish clitics:  él me lo dio, dámelo   

– Note that the clitics don’t cause the stress to move to the 
penultimate syllable.  

• Sotho uses spaces where other Bantu languages don’t: 
– Faass et al. (2009)  

 



Other types of sub-sentential units 

• Japanese bunsetsu (example from Wikipedia) 
– A phonological phrase in which “the pitch can 

have at most one fall” (Wikipedia).  
– But Japanese also has a word for “word” (tango).   

 
 
 

 
 



Words and Culture 

• They have a word for it:    
• http://www.slate.com/blogs/lexicon_valley/2013/12/27/finnish_the_language_has_a_word_for_the_distance_that_a_reindeer_can_travel.html 

 

• What is the significance or non-significance of this? 

http://www.slate.com/blogs/lexicon_valley/2013/12/27/finnish_the_language_has_a_word_for_the_distance_that_a_reindeer_can_travel.html


Words and Culture 

• They don’t have a word for X: 
• You can follow this on Language Log: 

– No word for “rape” in Urdu 
– No word for “sorry” in Tagalog 
– No word for “please” in Icelandic 
– No word for “looting” in Japanese 
– No word for dyslexia in languages with good spelling 

• What is the significance or non-significance of 
this? 



Words and Culture 

• They have N words for it: 
• You can follow this on Language Log too: 

– Words for “snow”, etc. 

• What is the significance or non-significance of 
this? 



Polinsky, Headedness, again 
• http://scholar.harvard.edu/files/mpolinsky/files/keenan_paper.online.pdf 



Polinsky 

HI=head initial 



Udi:  A language with few verbs 
• http://wschulze.userweb.mwn.de/sampletxt.htm 

 
• sa pasc^’ag/-en sa pasc^’ag/-ax c^’ax-p-i 
• one king-erg one king-dat2 catch-lv:trans-aor 
• A king [having] caught a king (and) 
•   
• yesir-re-aq’-sa e-ne-sc^a ic^ ölki-n-a ic^ k’ua e-ne-f-sa 
• prisoner-3sg:a-take-pres carry-3sg:a-$:pres refl land-sa-dat1 refl 

home:Dat1 keep-3sg:a-$-pres. 
• IMPRISONes (him), CARRIEs (him) to his own land, KEEPs (him) in his own 

house. 
•   
• s^e-t’-a pasc^’ag/lug/-ax-al zaft-t’e-b-sa. 
• dist-sa:obl-gen kingdom-dat2-foc rule-3sg:a-lv-pres 
• He RULEs over that kingdom, too. 
 

LV= light verb 

http://wschulze.userweb.mwn.de/sampletxt.htm


Udi:  A language with few verbs 

• http://wschulze.userweb.mwn.de/sampletxt.htm 
 

• pasc^’ag/-en xabar-re-aq’-sa me-t’-uxo te 
• king-erg news-3sg:a-take-pres prox-sa:obl-abl quote 
• The king ASK-s this one: 
 

http://wschulze.userweb.mwn.de/sampletxt.htm


A language with very few nouns 

• I heard a talk about it once, but I don’t remember 
what it was.    

• A lot of plants were kinds of grass.   
• Maybe the language was in Kansas. 
• Or the person who gave the talk was from 

Kansas.  
• Maybe the language is extinct.   I remember 

something about all the speakers being old and 
then there was a flu epidemic.   And then there 
were even fewer speakers (around 4).   And that 
was 20 years ago.  



Lexicalization of motion events 

• Leonard Talmy (1985)  Lexicalization Patterns: 
Semantic Structure in Lexical Form 
– Figure 
– Ground 
– Manner 
– Path 
– Cause 

 
• The bottle went     floating   on the river into   the cave. 
• figure       move  manner ground      path 



Talmy (1985)  Lexicalization 
• The bottle went into the cave.  

– “went” expresses move 
• The bottle entered the cave. 

– “enter” expresses Move + path 
• Deplane, debark, detrain 

– Move+ground (rare) 
• The paper blew off the table 

– “blow” expresses move+cause 
• The bottle floated into the cave 

– “float” expresses move+manner 
– Many languages do not easily lexicalize move+manner 
– Vs. The bottle went into the cave floating 



Talmy, 13C, page 67 

• Give me the flour + move it down from the 
shelf + reach it with your free hand  

• Could you reach me the flour down off the 
shelf with your free hand.  



Talmy (pages 66-68) 
Many languages cannot lexicalize these meanings 

• Example 13A:  Conflation of motion with 
something other than a manner of motion: 
– Wear+go:  wear a dress to the party. 
– Read+go:  read comics all the way to NY 
– Induce+go:  lure/scare someone out of a hiding 

place 
– Aim to induce to go:  urge/wave/beckon him away 

from the building 
• “wave” includes a manner too.   

 



13D, page 67-68 

• Change of state (become) plus manner: 
– Choke to death 
– Flap dry in the wind 
– Rust stiff 
– Wear thin 
– Freeze stuck 

• Many languages do not lexicalize this easily   
– Die choking; become stiff by rusting 

• Come into existence (form) + manner 
– a hole burned in the table 



Put Project 

• Bowerman, Melissa, Marianne Gullberg, Asifa 
Majid & Bhuvana Narasimhan. 2004. Put 
project: the cross-linguistic encoding of 
placement events. In Asifa Majid (ed.), Field 
Manual Volume 9, 10-24. Nijmegen: Max 
Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. 

• Stable URL 
– http://fieldmanuals.mpi.nl/volumes/2004/put-project/  

http://fieldmanuals.mpi.nl/volumes/2004/put-project/


Putting and Taking 
Kopecka and Narasimhan (2012) 

• The figure: 
– Rigid or flexible 
– Body part of the agent or not 
– Granular vs liquid vs solid 
– Clothing item 
– Big vs small 
– Shape (e.g., long, round) 

• The ground 
– Animate vs inanimate 
– Body part of agent or not 
– Horizontal vs vertical 
– Floor or higher 
– Container vs supporting surface 

• Spatial relation 
– Containment vs support 
– Tightly or loosely fitted 
– Figure is vertical or horizontal wrt 

ground 
– Figure suspended from a point 

• Instrument 
– Agent’s hand, mouth, vs other 

instrument 
• Manner 

– Dropping, throwing, placing, 
pouring 

– Agent maintains control until figure 
reaches destination or not 

– Agent moves with the figure or just 
moves his/her hand 
 



Motion+ground+path (page 77) 

• Shelve books (onto shelves) 
• Box the apples (into boxes) 
• Quarry granite (from the quarry) 
• Mine bauxite (from the mine) 



Talmy (1985) Move+Figure 

 



Talmy (1985) Move+figure in English 

• Spit into the cup. 
• Pee into the cup. 
• Rain on the lawn. 
• Ooze under the door.  
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